Flashback:
But the men who had gone up with him said, “We can’t attack those people; they are stronger than we are.” And they spread among the Israelites
a bad report about the land they had explored. … All the people we saw
there are of great size. … We seemed like grasshoppers in our own eyes,
and we looked the same to them.” (Numbers 13:31-33, NIV)
Joshua son of Nun and Caleb son of Jephunneh, who were among those
who had explored the land, tore their clothes and said to the entire Israelite
assembly, “The land we passed through and explored is exceedingly
good. If the LORD is pleased with us, he will lead us into that land, a land
flowing with milk and honey, and will give it to us. Only do not rebel against the LORD. And do not be afraid of the people of the
land, because we will swallow them up. Their protection is gone, but
the LORD is with us. Do not be afraid of them.” (Numbers 14:6-9, NIV)

I.

II. Do ask boldly!

B. The North Way mountains.
C. The cones

A. Fear can paralyze faith.
Matthew 8:26; Matthew 14:27-31; Luke 8:50; John 20:19
B. Faith sees when fear blinds.
2 Kings 6:15-17
“Now then, just as the LORD promised, he has kept me alive for forty-five
years since the time he said this to Moses, while Israel moved about in the
wilderness. So here I am today, eighty-five years old! I am still as
strong today as the day Moses sent me out; I’m just as vigorous to go out
to battle now as I was then. Now give me this hill country that
the LORD promised me that day. You yourself heard then that the
Anakites were there and their cities were large and fortified, but,
the LORD helping me, I will drive them out just as he said.” (Joshua 14:1012, NIV)

A. “Give me this mountain.”
Caleb did not budge from his first request 45 years
previously!
Key Principle: Your ability to ask boldly is linked to the
clarity of your vision!
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Preface: The pervasive importance of faith in our spiritual journey.
(Hebrews 11:6; Matthew 8:10; 2 Corinthians 5:7)
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Today’s Message: “Landmarks - Life Changing Faith”

“Do you see what this means—all these pioneers who blazed the way, all these
veterans cheering us on? It means we’d better get on with it. Strip down, start running—and never quit! No extra spiritual fat, no parasitic sins. Keep your eyes
on Jesus, who both began and finished this race we’re in. Study how he did it. Because he never lost sight of where he was headed—that exhilarating finish in and
with God—he could put up with anything along the way: Cross, shame, whatever.
And now he’s there, in the place of honor, right alongside God.”
(Hebrews 12:1-3,The Message)

III. Dare to trust others on your journey
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A. We cannot and will not take the mountain alone.
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Application: The only way to 'please God'; the only way to 'grow in
grace'; the only way to 'discover your spiritual destiny'.... is by faith.
That's why we call it "Life Changing Faith"!
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Small Group or Personal Reflection Questions:
1. Would you describe yourself as patient or impatient?
Describe a time you had to wait for something.
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2. When was the last time you had to wait on God for an answer to prayer?
How long did you wait and what kept you from giving up?
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3. Numbers 13:26-31; 14:7-9 What is the basis of Caleb and Joshua’s confidence? Why do you think they responded so differently from the other
scouts? How do you normally respond to intimidating situations?
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words. How is this moment connected to the events in Numbers 13-14?
What do you learn about faith in this passage? What do you learn about
God?
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to subscribe to daily devotional and small group content delivered via email to your inbox each weekday throughout this series.
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